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We use the mlLTML indicator to build both information and strategy arrows. An arrow can be
built and enabled to print on your MasterBar chart and then used to run a strategy in the live
market or on replay. Unique accounts may be created, assigned to a specific strategy arrow, and
then brought up on your DOM when trading the arrow or running it with the Strategy Tool in the
live market in order to evaluate results over time in various market conditions. Audio alerts can
be enabled to practice manual signal entries. Balboka software is available for download on the
FTP site with instructions for creating your personal audio signals.

An LTML arrow can be disabled in which case, even though it is listed as an indicator in a specific
chart template, no arrow will print when disabled by leaving the box UNCHECKED. A Strategy
Template can still be saved and used to run trades with the Strategy Tool even if the arrow is NOT
PRINTING.

When you build a new strategy arrow, you define the color and the distance from the LTML when
it plots. Masterline Traders has a library of strategy arrows. Templates with those arrows can be
found on the FTP site, downloaded, saved in the appropriate folder in NinjaTrader 8, and then
selected when opening a MasterBar chart. Arrow colors can be assigned for both up and down
arrows to indicate a specific strategy has met all criteria assigned to that arrow when it prints in
either a long or short position on your chart. Arrows print as soon as defined criteria is met but
can disappear if the criteria required by the algorithm changes before the bar closes. Be sure you
understand waves and bars as they pertain to MasterBar charts! Waves & Bars
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Arrow Filters – Box Exclusion:
Use TL Box? If checked and the trend line is inside the box, an arrow will NOT print as that
defines a level of uncertainty in terms of the odds and probabilities of the price action taking the
trend line out of the box in either a long or short direction. Left unchecked, other criteria defined
in the LTML properties will determine if the strategy arrow prints or not and the trend line inside
the box will be ignored.

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/9e80a5_aba59c83b20341d99a208cf49c1da0b5.pdf


Arrow Filters – EMA Relation: There are THREE functions you can turn on or off.

Use Min Dist Retrace: If checked, you can set the minimum number of ticks as you
are approaching the 13 EMA before an arrow prints.

Use Min Dist Trend: Minimum requirement for number of ticks as you are departing
the 13 EMA for an arrow to print.

The default settings are “arbitrary.” That is, we suggest you become familiar with the
price movement of the instrument/s you are trading and take into consideration your
own risk tolerance.

Use Min Slope: If checked, you can set the minimum EMA slope value requirement.
MLT slopes are used to determine momentum in price action. The EMA slope value
is represented by the number in the fourth position at the top right side of your
MasterBar chart and the first position at the top right side of any time-based
template created by Masterline Traders LLC. For example, a slope value of 45
degrees in the direction of your trade could be considered beneficial. Since bar
based charts and time based charts update differently, there will be times when one
chart updates before the other and the 13EMA slopes will not match perfectly.
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If checked, MLP [Masterline Plus], SL [Scalp Line], TL [Trend Line], MUST BE THE SAME COLOR as
the LTML [Long Term Money Line.] Leave boxes “unchecked” if Line Sync is not a requirement of
your strategy. When all lines are the same color, odds and probabilities of a successful trade
entry increase.

Arrow Filters – LTMTL/STMTL Cross: If the Long Term Master Trend Line and Short Term Master Trend
Lines are crossed and diverging in the direction of your trade, that is “typically” a positive setup for a
trade entry as they are looking at a longer period like a 3 or 5 minute chart if trading on a 1 minute
chart. You can decide to use this setting as criteria for your strategy arrow to print by checking the box
for “Use Cross?” The Min Distance number defines the number of ticks before your strategy arrow
prints AFTER THE CROSS. If Lookback is checked, that tells you the number of bars to print arrows
AFTER THE CROSS. Filters set too high, trade will be missed; set too low, too many stop outs will be
experienced.

Once a barrier is breached, the price logically moves to the next barrier. Whether it gets there is
dependent on how early or late price movement is in a MB wave. The later in the wave, the more
momentum required for odds and probabilities of price to continue to move. Fundamental events can
impact price movement as can institutional investor price action; aka programmed trades.

MIN Dist Retrace: The setting for this number in any strategy filter
should relate to the trader’s target profit goal. If going for a 5 tick profit,
this number should be set to 4 or 5. If the target profit goal is higher, then
the number must be increased.

MIN Dist Trend: MLT recommends this number be set no lower than 2
ticks. Any number lower than 2 reduces the odds and probabilities of the
price staying on the trend side of the filter target.
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Arrow Filters – MLP Zero Line Relation: The values represented are NOT based on ticks. They
are numerical values. This setting is using the same principle as the EMA Relation filter; Min
Dist Retrace pertains to price approaching the zero line and Min Dist Trend pertains to the
minimum distance departing. The training page on the website has a document listing the
unique “Zero Line” box settings for each futures instrument for which we offer charts.

Zero Line Box Settings Document Video

Arrow Filters – Optimum TL Position: If checked, the trend line has to be below OB
[overbought] or above OS [oversold.] If not checked, this requirement is ignored.

Arrow Filters-Range Marker Relation: “Use Min Dist” defines distance as you are approaching
and departing the Range Marker outer bands. If you have checked “Use Inner Bands,” “Min
Dist” will be the minimum distance to the inner band. Leave the “Days Look Back” set to 5
because if you increase that number you will put too much load on your PC hardware. This
number should match number of days lookback specified on your 1 Min charts. “Use Min Range
Size” defines the size of the channel in which the price is trading before an arrow will print.

http://docs.wixstatic.com/ugd/9e80a5_c898ffba388b465ba127265f1fa0eb27.pdf
https://vimeo.com/188214358
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Arrow Filters – Settlement Relation: If your strategy uses this filter, enter the “Settlement Price”
from the previous trading day. Set the number of ticks as price is approaching the settlement
number for “Min Dist Retrace” and set the number of ticks as price is departing the settlement
number as “Min Dist Trend.”

REMEMBER: Once change is made you must check “Save Template” under “Saving Strategy
Template” with the appropriate name of your strategy and then hit “APPLY.” This updates the
strategy for the current trading day. Not all strategy templates use “Settlement Relation” filter.
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If you wish to check the date your strategies were last “updated,” navigate to “Documents”
“NinjaTrader 8” “MLTStrategy Templates “folder using your system “File Explorer. All
Strategies will be listed with date modified.

Arrow Filters – Slope:  Use these filters if you want a “minimum SLOPE requirement” to be 
met before an arrow prints.  Checking the BOX turns the requirement on using the “value” 
defined below the “checkbox.”



Arrow Filters – Slope MBF 1 / MBF2: On “time based” charts many traders like to look at price
action on multiple time frames at once. MasterBar charts offer the ability to not only look at
multiple bar frames at once, but filter your strategy arrows based on slope values of lines based
on higher or lower Fibonacci sequence without actually plotting arrows for different bar frames.
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Arrow Filters – Slope Triple MA: When a “Triple Moving Average FAN” occurs you can define a
requirement for an arrow to print only when that criteria is met. Settings are defaulted to 13
EMA, 20 SMA, and 50 SMA. It is important to note that these MA’s refer to a MasterBar plot and
not a 1 minute chart plot. The value alert is the minimum slope for all 3 MA’s for an arrow to
print.
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Arrow Filters – SMA Relation: The default setting is 200 SMA. Min Dist Retrace is
number of ticks as price is approaching the 200 and Min Dist Trend is number of
ticks as price is moving away from the 200 SMA.

Arrow Filters – STML Cross: This filter is used to enable an arrow for the Two Bar
Cross strategy developed by a member. Short Term Money Line bars crossing the
Long Term Money Line bars by a specific number of bars can be defined before an
arrow prints. Specify the number of bars required using “Cross Count.” Min
Distance is a tick displacement.
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Arrow Filters – Swing Body: Number of ticks specified as price is approaching and departing a
Swing Body. “Swing Invalidate Ticks” is set to 1 so you must have more than 1. Don’t set “Swings to
Store” too high as that will slow down your PC. “Use Min Range Size” filter allows you to define the
number of ticks between the most current high and low swing body. This filter was created to
prevent trading inside a narrow range. The default setting is 15. Arrows will not print unless the
range of price movement is a minimum of 15 ticks.



Arrow Filters – SWR: “SWR” is “Secret Weapon Reversal.” When the Scalp Line, Masterline Plus,
Trend Line, and Long Term Money Line change color, long [green] or short [red], in a specific
sequence. If the sequence meets the strategy criteria and this is checked then you will get an arrow.
You can also define the Trend Line Box as an addition or define as an exclusion on the SWR filter.

Arrow Filters – TL OB or OS: If the Trend Line migrates into the defined overbought or oversold
areas and this filter is checked, you won’t get a signal arrow to print.

Arrow Filters – Wave Alert: If this filter is checked, you won’t get arrows to print on RETRACEMENT

waves which would be the “even” waves, 2, 4, 6 etc.

TextDisplay: If you wish to have a “VISIBLE” name displayed on your chart template, enable this

property and define your identifying text as well as the size, color, and opacity of same as it plots on

your chart.
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Risk Disclosure:

Futures and Forex trading contains substantial risk and is not for every investor. An
investor could potentially lose all or more than the initial investment. Risk capital is
money that can be lost without jeopardizing ones’ financial security or life style. Only
risk capital should be used for trading and only those with sufficient risk capital should
consider trading. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results.
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The properties defined under “Color LTML,” “Slope Display,” “Data Series,” 
“Set up,” “Visual,” and “Plots” are STANDARD  MASTERLINE DEFAULT SETTINGS.

Don’t forget to SAVE YOUR STRATEGY after building it so you can run it on the 
Strategy Tool.  Don’t forget to SAVE YOUR TEMPLATE so you can bring it up and 

run a chart with your Strategy Arrows.

We are always available to help you 
MASTER the MASTERLINES!  

info@masterlinetraders.com


